Abstract-A methodology, different from the existing ones, for constructing distributed programs is presented. It is based on the wellknown idea of developing distributed programs via synchronous and centralized programs. The distinguishing features of the methodology are: 1) specification include process structure information and distributed programs are developed taking this information into account, 2) a new class of programs, called PPSA's, is used in the development process, and 3) a transformational approach is suggested to solve the problems inherent in the method of developing distributed programs through synchronous and centralized programs. The methodology is illustrated with an example.
I. INTRODUCTION THE difficulty of programming for distributed systems, ldue to their characteristic property of process autonomy, demands a systematic methodology for constructing distributed programs. In recent times, many approaches have been suggested for such a systematic development [1] , [5] , [12] , [13] , [17] . A divide and conquer method has been proposed in [5] -that consists of developing a collection of layers from a specification of the distributed program to be developed and composing these layers, into the required distributed program, preserving their communicatioh closeness. In [1] [12] , [13] , distributed programs are derived by transforming sequential programs! centralized action systems; this derivation is accomplished either by first partitioning the variables of the sequential programs and then transforming them [12] , [13] or by first decentralizing the centralized action systems, through introduction of control variables and control actions, and then transforming them [1] . The basic idea behind these approaches is to develop distributed programs for synchronous and centralized programs. This idea has been found to be extremely useful as it renders the process of developing distributed programs a two-step activity. The first step involves deriving synchronous and centralized programs for appropriate specifications and the second step -entails translating these derived programs into the required distributed programs.
Certain comments are in order on some of the existing methodologies.
In [5] , the specifications of distributed programs are informal and no method has been suggested for systemati- cally constructing layers. Derivation of layers directly from specification does not seem to be easy as layers are distributed programs involving disjoint process codes and communications and hence their construction requites design of separate process codes that when put together, satisfy their specifications.
Like [3] , we believe that the distributed solutions of problems are required not for getting efficient solutions but for programming distributed systems whose process structures and topologies are decided by physical considerations such as distribution of data, resources, etc. The methodologies discussed in [12] , [13] are not suitable for developing distributed programs with prespecified topologies because 1) they decide the process structure and the topology of a distributed program, being developed, based on performance considerations and 2) constructing sequential programs and partitioning their variables to derive distributed programs with prespecified topologies are not straightforward.
Hence, it would be desirable to have a methodology that will systematically develop distributed programs from their specifications that include process structure and topology informations. It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that based on the same idea [1] , [5] , [12] , [13] of developing distributed programs via synchronous and centralized programs, such a methodology can be devised. Accordingly, this paper presents a methodology for developing distributed programs from their specifications. The specification of any program consists of 1) its process structure specification that specifies the number of processes, their variables and their interconnections (i.e., the topology of the underlying network) and 2) a pair of preand postconditions (on the variables of its processes) in the form of first order logical formulae. Given such a specification, the method develops a high level distributed program called PPSA-Program with Processes involving Shared Actions, which can be implemented in terms of processes that communicate via messages.
A PPSA is a program consisting of a fixed number of processes. Each process has a set of variables disjoint from those of other processes. These processes interact with each other via shared actions. Shared actions are a multiprocess generalization of CSP (communicating sequential processes [8] ) communication primitives as they allow arbitrary number of processes to communicate with each other. Furthermore, shared actions are similar to joint actions [1] in that they involve local variables from different processes. Shared actions are, however, more gen-0098-5589/87/0800-0967$01.00 © 1987 IEEE 967 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, VOL. SE-13, NO. 8, AUGUST 1987 eral than the joint actions: joint actions are always guarded by enabling conditions that may involve variables from all the processes in the system whereas shared actions can be simple shared actions or Boolean shared actions and they involve variables from only those processes that share the actions. Also, PPSA's are process-oriented as they specify explicitly the control structure of processes and they model noncyclic programs. On the other hand, joint action systems are modeled after the Manna-Pnueli model [10] and hence they are action-oriented, do not specify explicitly the control structure of processes and model deadlocking/nonterminating programs. It may perhaps be noted that the idea of sharing common actions among processes is also made use of in [6] .
The method of developing PPSA's is based on the same divide-and-conquer principle as employed in [5] . But it is more systematic as it makes use of 1) the WP-calculus [4] , [7] approach and 2) a transformational approach for developing efficient PPSA's. We shall see in Section II that PPSA's involve only sequential segments and hence their construction and manipulation are easier and more systematic. The method of implementing PPSA's in terms of communicating processes is similar to the method given in [12] for translating sequential programs into CSP programs.
Since PPSA's are based on a model different from that of joint action systems, the proposed methodology obviously proceeds along different lines from those discussed in [1] . Furthermore, our methodology also differs significantly from the one discussed in [17] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II elaborates further on PPSA's. Section III discusses the proposed methodology while Section IV illustrates the methodology. Section V contains some concluding remarks.
In what follows, we shall make use of GCL (Guarded Command Language [4] ), WP-calculus [4] , [7] , and CSP [8] . 
Model of Execution
The execution of a PPSA involves the concurrent execution of its processes. Each process is executed by an agent (processor). The execution of a process consists of executing the actions in its process code (in the order specified). The execution of an action succeeds or fails (for the ease of presentation, we ignore trivial modes of failures like arithmetic overflow, division by zero, etc.). The execution of a shared action in a process fails if one of the processes sharing that action has terminated. Otherwise, the execution of the action is delayed until all processes sharing that action reach the stage of executing the action in their respective process codes. The action is then collectively executed by all these processes.
In the case of simple shared action, such a collective execution may result in a change of values of the variables involved in the action. This change is the same as that would be produced when the body of the shared action is executed in accordance with GCL semantics. On the other hand, such a collective execution of a Boolean shared action makes the processes know the value of the body which is nothing but a, Boolean expression. It may be noted that the effect of collective execution of a shared action shared by only one process can be produced by simply executing/ evaluating the body of the shared action.
The collective execution of a simple shared action succeeds iff the execution of its body, in accordance with GCL semantics, succeeds whereas that of a Boolean shared action succeeds iff the body evaluates to true.
The execution of an alternate action consists of selecting (the selection is nondeterministic) a guarded action, with a successfully executable guard, and executing it; if no guarded action has a successfully executable guard, the execution of the alternate action fails. The execution of a guarded action consists of executing its guard first and then the action list following the guard. A guard is executed by executing its constituent components from left to right. The guard succeeds iff the execution of its constituent component(s) succeed(s). The execution of an iterative action similarly consists of repeatedly performing the following action until all of its guards fail: select nondeterministically a guarded action, with a successfully executable guard, and execute it.
The execution of a process terminates successfully when all the actions executed during the execution have been successfully executed while that of a PPSA terminates successfully when all of its processes have been successfully executed. The execution of a PPSA fails whenever the execution of at least one of its processes fails or a deadlock occurs. A deadlock occurs when there is a set of processes each of which is ready to execute a shared action but is waiting for one or more processes (in the set) to reach the stage of executing the shared action.
As an illustration of this model of executing, consider the execution of PP(the PPSA given earlier). Concurrent execution of P1, P2, P3, and P4 constitutes the execution of PP. The execution of each process Pi, i = 1, * * , 4, involves first executing initi and then repeatedly executing the only guarded action in the iterative action, that follows initi, until "unsorted" fails. Each initi is shared by only one process and hence does not require any synchronization; it initializes xi to ki. The action "unsorted" is shared by all the processes and hence involves synchronization of all the four processes. Each exchange., i = 1, 2, 3, exchanges the value of xi and xi + 1, if xi > xi + 1.
Consequently repeated execution of the guarded actions of the iterative actions, eventually makes "unsorted" fail thereby sorting xl, , x4. Remark 2.1: It is evident from the execution model of PPSA's that shared actions are (like CSP primitives [8] ) the means of process interactions. However, they differ from CSP primitives in one important aspect: shared actions are a multiprocess generalization of two-process CSP primitives, as they can allow an arbitrary number of processes to synchronize and communicate with each other.
Remark 2.2: The model of execution of PPSA's is abstract as it specifies only the effect of collective execution of shared actions without explaining how this execution is carried out. The precise way in which a shared action is collectively executed is a matter of implementation and for the purpose of easy understanding, analysis, and design, such an abstract model is sufficient and convenient.
Remark 2.3: The most important property of PPSA's is that they can specify arbitrary degree of synchronization, i.e., they can allow any number of processes to synchronize and communicate with each other, through shared actions. This gives rise to tight synchronization and poor performance whenever the number of processes sharing an action is very large. Hence, whenever possible, PPSA's involving shared actions shared by small number of processes should be developed. The methodology presented in Section III has been proposed precisely to develop such programs. This methodology exploits the above mentioned property of PPSA's to achieve the required goal. As we shall see in Section III, highly synchronous and centralized programs can be developed with ease directly from their specifications while highly asynchronous and decentralized programs can be constructed from these programs by successfully transforming them, in a systematic fashion. Multiprocess synchronization has been employed precisely to have such a systematic methodology.
Based on the above model of execution, correctness measures similar to those given for CSP [8] can be defined.
Definition: A PPSA PP is (totally) correct with respect to a pair of predicates < Q, R >, iff each execution that starts from an initial state satisfying Q successfully terminates in a final state satisfying R.
Because of the presence of nondeterminism, PPSA's can exhibit time-dependent behaviors: the execution of a PPSA with one particular set of relative speeds of execution of its processes terminates successfully, while execution with a different set of relative speeds may not terminate. The above definition of correctness, as it requires all executions of a correct PPSA to terminate successfully, rules out time-dependent behaviors in correct PPSA's.
For the ease of presentation, we shall denote in the sequel any PPSA by an ordered pair <[P2 I * PnJ, (i > where P1, , Pn are its processes and (a is the set of its shared actions. Furthermore, shared actions shared by only one process will appear explicitly as GCL commands/Boolean expression in process codes. Shared actions will be denoted by a, a' (with possible subscripts), GCL commands by c, c' (with possible subscripts), and expressions by e, e' (with possible subscripts).
Implementation of PPSA's
Let us recall that the execution model of PPSA's is abstract. In order to use PPSA's for describing distributed systems, it is necessary to furnish a concrete distributed model of computation that can implement PPSA's. A brief discussion of such an implementation is given in this section; full details, however, can be found in [15] .
The implementation of a PPSA, say PP, requires a network of nodes, each of which' houses one or more processors. Each node has a unique index, which is a natural number, identifying the node-. Furthermore, eacb node is connected via communication channels to a few other nodes called its neighbors. The processors of different nodes do not share any memory space but can communicate by passing messages via the channels. The processors at each node know the indexes of the node and its neighboring nodes. The communication channels are bidirectional and they neither corrupt, lose, nor change the order in which messages are to be communicated.
Furthermore, the implementation involves associating a process in PP with each node in the network. One of 'the processors in the node has a memory location for every variable of the associated process. This processor executes a piece of code corresponding to each constituent action in the process code of the associated process. These codes involve only 'local computations and message passing activities.
The piece of code corresponding to a simple shared action, say a, whose body is x: = e, is as follows, where P is the process (actually, processor) executing the code: Certain noteworthy points about the above implementation are: 1) The codes, corresponding to a simple shared action a, executed by the processes sharing a, are similar to the codes of the processes of the CSP program obtained by translating the body of a, using the method proposed in [12] . 2) The messages sent (during the execution) should have proper identities so that the processes receiving them can identify them.
3) The selection of a guarded action is a nontrivial step in the execution of the code corresponding to an iterative/alternate action. This requires agreement among all the other processes that share the nonlocal component of the action selected in the sense that these processes also should select the actions with the same nonlocal component. This selection problem is essentially the multiprocess generalization of the guard selection problem in the implementation of CSP with output guards [2] . The guard selection protocol employed in [16] for the implementation of CSP, can be generalized and used for the selection of guarded actions. 4) In the implementation, during the execution, any pair of processes sharing an action may require to communicate with each other. It is shown in [15] that it is sufficient if the nodes corresponding to processes sharing any action form a connected subnetwork in the whole network; a set of nodes in a network forms a connected subnetwork if any node in this set is connected to any other node in the set, either directly or indirectly through a chain of nodes all of which are in the set.
In conclusion, the entire implementation of PPSA's can be realized in a distributed environment that involves message passing as the only means of interaction among processors.
III. METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPING PPSA's
In this section, we shall see how to construct PPSA's from specifications. The specification of a PPSA is assumed to consist of two parts: 1) process structure specification specifying the number of processes, their variables, and the topology of the underlying network and 2) pre-and postconditions in the form of first-order logical assertions that specify the initial and final states of the PPSA. A transformational approach is adopted for the construction of PPSA's. This involves the following steps: 1) Furnish a correct initial design of a PPSA from the given specification.
2) Successively improve the design by applying certain transformation rules until a PPSA with desirable properties is obtained.
A Method for Deriving the Initial Design
This method is an extension of the top-down approach for developing sequential programs. Given a specification of the PPSA to be developed, it proceeds to develop the PPSA using the three steps discussed below.
Let < Q, R > be the pre-and postcondition of the PPSA PP to be developed. Further, let PP be specified to consist of n-processes, PI, * *, P, each of which has a set of variables and a set of neighbors, i.e., processes with which it can communicate (during its execution).
Step 1: Divide the given pair < Q, R > into a number of pre-postconditions, < Q1l Q2 > , * < Qm -I Qm > such that Q w Q, and Qm =t R for some m > 1 and Qi, ,Qm. Remark 3. 1: The predicates Q1,a Qm may involve new variables, not specified in the specification, which are appropriately associated with the processes without affecting the property of disjointness of the sets of variables of different processes.
Step 2: Foreachpair(Qj, Q+1),je(m-1) = {1-* m -1 } find a collection of predicates Qj, k and Qi,k such that Qj = A Qj, k kc-h A Qj,k = Qj+1 keh for some h E n; h is dependent upon j as it may be different for different j's. Then construct a set of GCL commands Cj,k, k E h such that for k' e h and k' * k, the following five conditions are satisfied:
4) Ind (cj, k) n Ind (Cj,k') = 0.
5) The process in {Pr r E Ind (cj k)} form a connected subnetwork in the underlying network specified. 971 Ind (Cj, k) is the set of indexes of processes whose variables are referred in cj,k and WP is the weakest precondition function [4] . Remark 3.2: Each Cj, k may also involve new variables which are to be partitioned and associated with those processes whose variables are referred in Cj, k* It can be easily seen that condition 1) implies that executing Cj, k in a state satisfying Qj k terminates in a state satisfying Qj, k, while conditions 2) and 3) imply that such an execution of Cj, k does not effect Q;,k' and Qj k' (if they were true before the execution) for k' * k.
Step 3: Construct from these GCL commands, the following PPSA, [4] , [7] for appropriate pre-post condition pairs < Q, k, Qj,k>. The topology specification influences both the decomposition of specification and the choice of Cj,k's. This method of developing PPSA's is similar to constructing distributed programs using the layer construct suggested in [5] .
Improving the Initial Design: Unless extra care is taken the initial design developed using the above method will be highly sequential, synchronous and centralized. As remarked in Section II, these features are undesirable and we recommend an incremental approach to develop a highly asynchronous and decentralized program from the initial design. According to this approach, the initial design is successively transformed, using well-defined transformation rules, to derive programs with increased concurrency, asynchrony, and decentralization. where a is the nonlocal component occurring in those guards, in processes P1, , Pn whose local components are a1, * * *, ak and Pi', i E n is the same as Pi, except for the difference that a', a8,j e k take the place of a, aj, respectively.
PPSA's need to satisfy some syntactic and semantic conditions in order that their correctness is preserved under these transformations.
We shall now briefly illustrate how these transformation rules can be used to improve PPSA's.
Consider the PPSA, ,PP given by 4In the sequel sometimes, shared actions will be denoted by a: c or a: e where a is the name and c/e is the body of the shared action. It must be noted that in the sense of [5] , PP possesses insistent communication while PP' has indulgent communication.
A most important transformation is the decentralization transformation that replaces a shared action by a new shared action which is shared by a fewer number of processes than the former; a desirable instance is the replacement of a shared action shared by more than one process, by a shared action shared by a single process. This transformation involves applying the rules replacement and removal in succession. The possibility of applying decentralization depends upon the redundancy present in the system. Whenever possible this transformation should be attempted in the development of PPSA's as it reduces the communication complexity of the corresponding distributed programs.
IV. ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHODOLOGY
We shall now illustrate our methodology by developing a distributed program using the methodology. The specification of the program to be developed is as follows.
Process Structure Specification: The topology of the underlying network is a rooted, complete binary tree T of n-processes, P1, * * , P,. Each set(f(i)); do donej,3; synch (f(i), 1) upd(f(i),i)od for i elj and 1 <j<m. program and the one derived above is that the former requires an a posteriori correctness proof that establishes its correctness whereas the latter does not; as noted above the latter is automatically correct by virtue of being the end product of a sequence of well-defined and correct steps. Accordingly, the complexity of the above derivation is to be compared to that of the a posteriori proof of correctness. The complexity of the a posteriori proof of correctness is well-known and has forced us to adopt the principle of hand-in-hand development of programs and their proofs [7] Obvious advantages of this transformation approach are 1) highly concurrent, decentralized, and asynchronous programs can be developed with relative ease and 2) the correctness of the programs so developed follows from the correctness of the initial PPSA's designed and from the correct application of the transformation rules. PPSA's have been found to be suitable for developing distributed programs with prespecified topologies. In contrast, sequential programs are not useful as they do not exhibit process structures. PPSA's are also superior to layered programs as their construction and manipulation is easier and more systematic. They are different from joint action systems as the former are based on .a model different from that of the latter. Thus the methodology proposed, although it makes use of some of the known ideas from [1] , [5] , [12] , [13] , is different and more powerful than these approaches.
The proposed methodology has been applied to many standard problems, like the one discussed in this paper, and found to be quite useful. Currently work is in progress to demonstrate more effectively the practical utility of the methodology proposed. As the first step towards this, a more formal treatment of PPSA's and the methodology has been attempted [14] , [15] . With the transformation rules discussed in this paper, the number of steps required for the development of "big" programs may be large. Considering the complexity of intuitive development followed by a posteriori proof of correctness, the large number of systematic and correct steps may not matter. However, use of higher level transformation rules that are combinations of the rules described in this paper, will considerably reduce the number of steps and the amount of reasoning. Hence attempts are being made to discover such high level transformation rules. APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1 Consider an execution of PP with the following additional synchronization: execution of any shared action aj, k, k E h is allowed if and only if all the other shared actions aj,k', k' E h are about to be executed for j E (m -1).
Then we have, 1) executing PP, with an initial state satisfying Q and with the above mentioned additional synchronization, results in a final state satisfying R.
2) any ordinary execution of PP with an initial state is equivalent to the execution PP with the same initial state and with the additional synchronization. 1) follows from Q =*Qi Qj >wp W(cj,lIl * lCj,h, Qj+1)
for j E (m -1), where cj,1 | * Cj, h is a concurrent segment whose execution consists of executing the constituent GCL-commands in any arbitrary order and Qm w-R.
These three conditions are implied by the conditions 1)-4) of Section III. Any additional synchronization discipline can, at most, introduce deadlocking. Hence 2) follows from 1). 1) and 2) together prove the theorem. 
